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GE plans to 3D-print wind
turbines at farms
GE Renewable Energy has opened a facility in New York state that will
develop more economical and environmentally friendly wind turbine tower
production methods. The facility houses a 3D printer the size of a threestory building that can print parts up to 20-meters high for the concrete
base of wind turbines. The research—partially funded by the US
Department of Energy—could significantly lower wind turbine
transportation costs by enabling the printing of towers on-site at wind
farms. Twenty people will run the facility, and an on-site trial is expected
to take place within five years. Currently, there are limits to how big a wind
turbine can be as a result of transport and logistical issues. 3D-printing
on-site circumvents some of these issues and would even enable turbine
bases to be printed at bespoke sizes optimized for local terrain. The team
estimates that the production method could enable the development of
a 20-meter concrete base for towers up to 140-meters-tall.
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John Deere launches realtime scraper data system
John Deere has launched a new Earthmoving Productivity
System that promises to more accurately measure the volume
of material loaded into a scraper in real time. The system, which
uses JDLink Connectivity to transfer the data to supervisors’
JDLink Dashboard, can be retrofitted into D-Series Scrapers.
It promises to help supervisors manage their costs per yard,
maximize trip capacity, and prevent spillage. The Earthmoving
Productivity System uses a 3D camera to capture images from
inside the scraper. These are shared with the operator, along
with volume measurements each time the scraper is loaded.
The daily total is then calculated to help supervisors gain a
better understanding of productivity and how it can be
improved. The system also ensures operators can see what’s in
the scraper at all times via a live video, to increase safety.
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Wabtec to acquire Beena
Vision rail inspection tech
US freight and transit rail supplier Wabtec is set to acquire
Trimble's Beena Vision business, which manufacturers machine
vision inspection systems. Beena Vision’s wayside sensor and
image-based detectors deliver incredibly detailed assessments
of train components that can be used by train operators to
better manage fleet maintenance. The system can capture the
condition of something as small as the wheel surface, or deliver
a full train inspection—all while the train is travelling at high
speeds. Alerts and reports can be sent in real time to alert train
operators to any maintenance needs, reducing costs and
increasing safety and fleet uptime. Beena Vision’s systems are
already in operation across North America and can be combined
with Wabtec’s own TrackIQ inspection technology for brakes
and wheels.
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Wärtsilä launches
VR/AR training
Wärtsilä Voyage has announced the launch of Smart Realities,
a scalable and immersive extended reality (XR) training and
assessment tool designed for ship handling, bridge and marine
engineering. The realistic environments are designed to help mariners
develop practical and decision-making skills for complex scenarios
in a safe way and help them keep up to date with new systems
and processes as they are developed. Wärtsilä brings 25 years of
experience in hydrodynamical, mathematical and physical
modelling to the table with the new solution, which represents the
next generation of maritime education. The company believes that
by using lifelike scenarios, the new system will lead to better
learning retention, job performance, and collaboration. Smart
Realities can be applied to broader training scenarios or synched up
with other simulators.
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Bosch buys self-driving
start-up Five
Bosch is acquiring British start-up Five to bolster its autonomous driving
division. Founded in 2016, Five has a team of 140 people working across
six UK locations on cloud capabilities, robotics and machine learning.
Its technology is designed to form the basis of AI-based solutions for
autonomous driving, up to SAE Level 4 (i.e. High Driving Automation).
Five’s cloud-based platform helps engineers rapidly develop self-driving
car software, as well as test it before and during vehicle deployment. The
platform can analyze test data in real time, create testing scenarios and
build simulations for scalable assessments and validation programs. Five will
join the Bosch ‘Cross-Domain’ Computing Solutions division and take
advantage of the vast data lakes Bosch has developed to improve safe selfdriving systems. The sale was announced just weeks after Bosch purchased
digital map specialist Atlatec. Bosch aims to be the only company able to
offer a full suite of services for self-driving cars, from actuators and sensors
to maps and software.
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MAHLE and volytica diagnose
batteries via EV chargers
Automotive industry supplier MAHLE is collaborating with
volytica to use charging plugs to diagnose the health of electric
vehicle batteries. The data captured at charging points can be
assessed in the cloud by battery diagnostics specialist volytica
in just ten minutes, to judge whether repairs are necessary.
The solution is already undergoing testing with TÜV NORD
Mobilität and a European fleet operator, and will be available at
the end of 2022. The two companies plan to market the
technology for electric trucks and buses and estimate that up to
two million tons of batteries worth 50 billion euros could be
saved annually from premature discarding as a result of the
technology.
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SKF and AWS scale
industrial monitoring
SKF is collaborating with Amazon Web Services to develop an
easy to use, scalable, industrial condition monitoring and data
analysis solution using machine-learning technologies. The
collaboration aims to improve predictive maintenance solutions
and therefore the reliability of industrial machines. It also aims
to make the technology highly accessible to a far wider range of
customers and for different applications. As a first step, SKF will
combine its expertise in rotating machinery and predictive
maintenance with AWS's Industrial AI services. SKF already
operates a data analysis platform, but the partnership will aim to
develop a next generation version. By adding this solution to its
current product portfolio, SKF can help large manufacturing
sites increase the number of rotating assets in the end user’s
predictive maintenance programs by several thousands.
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Built Robotics raises $64m
The San Francisco-based company raised the funds through
a Series C round led by Tiger Global, and includes investors
NEA, Founders Fund, Fifth Wall, and Building Ventures. Built
Robotics has raised $112m to date to develop its easy-to-install
robotic upgrade system for heavy equipment, known as the
Exosystem, which transforms excavators into autonomous
trenching robots. The technology has been used in construction
projects for solar farms, the oil and gas industry, and other large
and critical infrastructure projects. The Exosystem can be
installed and calibrated on an excavator in less than a day and
features an all-weather enclosure, proximity radar, 360-degree
cameras, GPS, and a powerful liquid-cooled computer. It can be
rented as a standalone unit or customers can lease excavators
that have already been upgraded, directly from Built. The
Exosystem’s autonomous software is available to contractors for
an hourly fee, and can lead to savings of up to 20%, the
company estimates.
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